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LEADERSHIP TRAINING
Connections Leadership Journey is an 
8-module program for ALL levels of leaders. 
Its comprehensive approach to leadership 
development focuses on the role of an 
authentic leader in connecting with team 
members. Front Line Leadership is a flexible, 
10-module program that provides supervisors 
with a toolkit of practical communication and 
employee development tools that reduce 
conflict, improve employee performance, 
and enhance team effectiveness.

TEAMBUILDING TRAINING
Unleash the Power of Teamwork program 
provides practical tools to evaluate how the 
team is functioning and develop strategies 
to course correct. The Five Behaviors® offers 
adaptive, research-validated testing that gives 
participants precise and personalized results.

EVERYTHING DiSC®
Everything DiSC® is a personal assessment 
tool to help improve teamwork, 
communication, and productivity in the 
workplace. Training Courses offered 
include Everything DiSC® 363 for Leaders,  
Everything DiSC® Workplace on Catalyst™, 
Everything DiSC® Sales, Everything DiSC 
Management, Everything DiSC® Productive 
Conflict and Everything DiSC® Agile EQ.

SOFT-SKILLS TRAINING 
SOLUTIONS
A productive and healthy work environment 
depends on soft skills which make 
all the difference between adequate 
employees and ideal employees.

2 Avail HR Training Solutions

Welcome to Avail!
Communication is vital for a successful, thriving business!

The synergy of a company can be restricted with poor 
communication and that can affect morale, output and ultimately, 
your bottom line.

Avail HR Training Solutions will make your team the strongest it can 
be through:

 Â Finding peaceful co-existence by enhancing and developing 
skills to boost engagement and retention

 Â Setting new standards with innovative learning and development 
for both personal and professional growth

From empowering employees to customized leadership 
development, Avail HR Training Solutions will assist organizations and 
teams break through communication barriers and build happier, 
healthier, more engaged and more productive workplaces.

Edwina Bateman, MBA, HRM (hons)
President, Avail HR Training Solutions
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One Leadership Development Program  
to Connect ALL Levels of Leaders

JOURNEY OBJECTIVES

PROGRAM MATERIALS

Connections Leadership Journey is an 8-module comprehensive 
approach to leadership development. This program focuses on the 
role of an authentic leader in connecting with team members through 
intentional communication, coaching, employee development, change 
and conflict management.

Leader’s Guidebook
Module Guidebooks
Journey Notebook
Journey Markers

Personalized Assessments
 Everything DiSC® Workplace  

(or Agile EQ) on Catalyst™
Everything DiSC® Productive Conflict

The Five Behaviors™ Personal Development

Optional Books
 The Five Dysfunctions of a Team, 

written by Patrick Lencioni
 Building a Character Culture, written by 

Kathleen Redmond

  Explore the elements of authentic leadership to build 
a strong, trust-based culture.

  Employ DiSC® assessments to gain insights about 
your talents in the workplace, and learn how to flex 
and adapt to meet the needs of team members.

  Understand how listening is instrumental in coaching 
and building trust.  Explore how the pillars of 
engagement create a thriving culture.

  Balance results-driven leadership with relationships 
to build a high performing team using personal 
assessments for team effectiveness and The Five 
Behaviors.

  Learn how to give clear, specific instructions, follow 
up with feedback and engage in a collaborative 
approach to employee development.

  Create a coaching mindset by employing practical 
coaching tools and processes to unleash the 
potential of each employee.

  Improve self-awareness using an Everything DiSC® 
Productive Conflict assessment to gain insights 
about what triggers you and to learn how to 
curb destructive behaviors so conflict becomes 
productive.

  Communicate change initiatives supported by 
a character culture that supports and inspires 
employees through the transition.

CONNECTING WITH 
YOURSELF

EDGE on Authentic 
Leadership

DiSC® Catalyst 
- Everyday Connections

CONNECTING WITH 
YOUR TEAM

Listening to Inspire 
Engagement

Unleash the  
Power of Teamwork

CONNECTING WITH 
OTHERS

Maximizing 
Performance & 
Development

EASE of Coaching

CONNECTING WITH 
YOUR CULTURE

Sparking Empathy with 
Productive Conflict

Navigating Change in  
a Thriving Culture

4 Connections Leadership Journey



Develop & Refine Supervisory Skills

FRONT LINE MODULES

Format
Ten modules that can be offered in any 
combination. Each module targets a 
specific set of leadership skills, which 
when combined, addresses many of the 
competencies all frontline leaders need.

Target Audience
All new and aspiring supervisors: current 
supervisors, leads, foremen, and other first 
line supervisors responsible for managing 
workers.

Recommended Group Size
8-20 Participants.

Sustaining Learning  
– putting the skills to work
One of the key features of the FLL process 
is a set of ten structured activities that help 
participants apply what they’ve learned in 
training back on the job. The activities are 
integrated into the training as “between 
session” assignments. These assignments 
are designed to reinforce learning and 
driving knowledge down to the entire team.

Front Line Leadership is a flexible, 10-module program that provides 
supervisors with a toolkit of practical communication and employee 
development tools that reduce conflict, improve employee 
performance, and enhance team effectiveness. Leaders learn to 
deliver clear direction, coach employees, and provide effective 
feedback. The ultimate goal of the training is to enable leaders 
to create work environments that foster employee engagement, 
improve performance, and increase employee satisfaction.

ROLE OF THE LEADER
Get in touch with the qualities, 
skills, and traits required of a 

highly effective leader.

MANAGING DIFFERENT 
PERSONALITIES

Understand personality and 
communication differences through 

a new model and developing 
an appropriate language.

MOTIVATING & ENGAGING 
EMPLOYEES

A close look at the psychology 
surrounding motivation to ensure 

peak performance from employees.

TEAMWORK & 
COLLABORATION

Engage in team activites 
that require effective 

communication, collaboration, 
and problem solving skills.

COMMUNICATION 
EFFECTIVENESS

Learn the core skills of attentive 
listening, providing quality feedback, 
and giving praise and recognition.

MANAGING PERFORMANCE I
Understand what causes poor 

performance and how to manage 
using clear instructions.

MANAGING PERFORMANCE II
Develop a blueprint to manage 

employee development through 
efficient time management.

COACHING FOR 
COMMITMENT

Learn effective techniques and 
behaviours needed to conduct 

coaching conversations.

MANAGING CONFLICT
Manage conflict and improve 

workplace morale with effective 
strategies and techniques.

MANAGING CHANGE
Understand staff reactions to 

change and how to align them 
to support your organization.

5Front Line Leadership



Everything DiSC® 363  
for Leaders

EIGHT DIMENSIONS TO EFFECTIVE 
LEADERSHIP MODEL

Everything DiSC® 363 for Leaders combines the 
best of 360° feedback with the simplicity and 
power of DiSC, plus three strategies for improving 
leadership effectiveness. 363 For Leaders is meant 
for anyone who wants to use 360° feedback as part 
of their leadership development, whether they are 
a supervisor, emerging high-potential leader or an 
experienced executive. Leaders select an unlimited 
number of managers, peers, direct-reports and 
others to rate their leadership behaviors, both 
strengths and challenges, and provide constructive 
feedback. Leaders receive their next steps with 
the three areas they can focus on now to improve 
leadership effectiveness.

Pioneering: 
A Pioneering leader encourages the group to think 
creatively about their options and take changes on new 
opportunities.

Energizing: 
An energizing leader builds enthusiasm for the group’s 
goals and develops a wide network of professional 
connections.

Affirming: 
An affirming leader is approachable and helps people 
feel good about their environment and their contributions.

Inclusive: 
An inclusive leader gets a variety of people involved in 
the decision-making process and shows concern for their 
opinions and feelings.

Humble: 
A humble leader maintains a modest, composed 
demeanor and can be relied upon to make decisions 
fairly.

Resolute: 
A resolute leader creates high standards for the group 
and insists on using methods that maximize effciency.

Commanding: 
A commanding leader takes charge of situations with 
confidence and urges others to get results.

Deliberate: 
A deliberate leader provides a sense of stability for the 
group by communicating clearly and ensuring that 
decisions are made carefully.

The 8 Dimensions of LEADERSHIP Book
The 8 Dimensions of an Effective Leader book is used to guide leadership
development based on the results of the individualized 363 for Leaders report.

6 360° Multi-Rater Assessments



Everything DiSC® 363 for Leaders Process  Approximate Timeframe: 5 Weeks

ASSESSMENT

PROFILE & 
RESULTS

COACHING

Leaders take a two-part, self-rating online assessment that combines 
the Everything DiSC and Leadership Behaviours assessments to measure 
their general behavioural style, traits and their leadership preferences and 
tendencies.

Raters are given a two-part online assessment that combines the Leadership 
Behaviours assessment with an additional Leadership Request survey that asks 
raters to identify which leadership practices they would like to see the leader 
engage in more frequently. Leaders can have an unlimited number of raters.

The Everything DiSC 363 for Leaders Profile is a 22-page report that helps 
participants deepen their understanding of their own leadership style based on 
their DiSC style.

Participants learn the Eight Approaches to Effective Leadership 
(Competencies) while examining how colleagues perceive their performance 
against these approaches. Participants discover their greatest strengths as a 
leader and receive in-depth information and concrete strategies for improving 
three challenge areas determined by their raters.

A 360-feedback program is most effective when results are delivered directly 
to the leader by an experienced coach who can guide the leader in using the 
feedback to achieve meaningful professional development. Simply handing a 
final report to the leader to review alone rarely results in any real improvement.

A professional coach will focus on:
Making sense of the data, interpreting the feedback, and framing 
information to constructively guide the leader

Assisting the leader in identifying development areas and creating an 
action plan

Scheduling follow-up meetings to measure progress and promote 
accountability

7360° Multi-Rater Assessments



Everything
 DiSC®

Facilitator
Report

Everything
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Comparison
Report
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Team View
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Group Culture
Report
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Workplace
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 DiSC®

Sales

Everything
 DiSC®

 Agile EQ™

The Five
Behaviors of
a Cohesive

Team™

The Five 
 Behaviors®

Personal 
Development

Everything
DiSC® Work
of Leaders

Everything
DiSC®

Management

Everything
DiSC® 363
for Leaders

Everything
 DiSC®

Productive

ALL SOLUTIONS AVAILABLE THROUGH THE EPIC PLATFORM 

Available on

 ¥ Built on a Foundation of Research and Rigor: It provides a trustworthy assessment with 
strong psychometric properties, and prioritizes quality by using computer adaptive testing, 
global norming, and real-world testing. 

 ¥ Transformational Learning Experiences: A personalized mobile-friendly tool that helps 
participants use DiSC every day to connect better with their colleagues in real time.

 ¥ Simple but not Simplistic: Translates assessment results into a personalized, actionable 
narrative that makes behavior change tangible for the participant. 

 ¥ Customizable and Flexible: Each organization has unique needs. It provides versatile 
tailoring features that allow you to easily design a customized program that’s right for your 
organization. 

 ¥ Expertise of a Trusted Advisor: With deep product expertise, Avail HR Training Solutions 
transforms the Application Suite into impactful and customized solutions that work, earning 
a 94% global satisfaction rating. 
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Unlock the Potential of your People  
and the Power of your Culture with Everything DiSC®

Discover DiSC®

Everything DiSC® is a personal development learning experience that measures an individual’s preferences and 
tendencies based on the DiSC® model. This simple yet powerful model describes four basic styles: D, i, S, and C, 
and serves as the foundation for the Everything DiSC Application Suite. Participants receive personalized insights 
that deepen their understanding of self and others, making workplace interactions more enjoyable and effective. 

Everything DiSC® connects people on a human level to deliver “A-ha!” moments that transform workplaces from 
talented individuals into collaborative, thriving cultures. 

More than 40 million people have used DiSC® to help build productive teams and develop effective managers 
and leaders, while improving communication and easing frustration and conflict.



Avail HR Training Solutions is pleased to offer you the 
opportunity to have an EPIC Account setup electronically. Wiley 
is the leading provider of instrument-based learning systems 
and resources and now offers clients a convenient way to 
process the DiSC® profiles.

Training to use your EPIC Account
Avail HR Training Solutions provides training to help you navigate your way 
through this very intuitive EPIC system.

1. We recommend training two people per organization 
through an in-depth virtual meeting.

2. Ongoing Support is available from Avail HR Training 
Solutions following the training.

ADVANTAGES TO HAVING YOUR  
OWN EPIC ACCOUNT:

 ¥ Assign and generate just in time profiles 
for training or recruiting.

 ¥ Easily generate Team Views to look at the DiSC® styles 
of everyone on a team or in your entire organization.

 ¥ Create Comparison Reports to compare any two individuals working together; 
this helps to build teams and to identify where conflict may arise.

 ¥ Assess the DiSC® culture of your organization and how it has an impact on performance.

 ¥ Quick access to purchase the credits from Avail HR Training Solutions needed to assign profiles.

 ¥ When specific needs are identified during Performance Reviews, the EPIC 
Account has many solutions that may be a good fit.

 ¥ Learn about the Facilitation Kits that are available so that training sessions can be facilitated 
by your own trainers or have a facilitator from Avail HR Training Solutions work with you.

 ¥ Incorporate one of the profiles in your existing training programs.

 ¥ 24/7 online access to become familiar with the EPIC system and each 
of the solutions at a time that is convenient for you.

 ¥ Whenever there are updates to any of the products, EPIC Account holders are the first to know!

 ¥ Wiley occasionally requests clients to participate in a Pilot test of a new product. These are great 
opportunities to get training at no cost. Preference is always given to our EPIC Account clients.

9EPIC Account

Electronic Profile Information Center
The first Step to getting started with DiSC® is 
having your own EPIC Account



Spark meaningful culture change by empowering people to 
engage, connect and thrive.

The Everything DiSC® Workplace on Catalyst™ program helps build better relationships one relationship at a time. 
The Workplace program is the recommended base DiSC experience as the profile can be used with everyone in an 
organization, regardless of title or role, to improve the quality of the workplace and introduce the language of DiSC. 
Participants learn to understand and appreciate the styles of the people they work with. The result is more effective 
and productive working relationships.

Organizations use the Everything DiSC® Workplace on Catalyst™ Program to help employees understand 
the DiSC® model of human behavior – “why people do what they do.” Each of us has developed a distinct 
way of thinking, feeling and acting – this becomes our behavioral style. The Everything DiSC® Workplace on 
Catalyst™ Program is a half or full day session that demonstrates to each participant their own personalized 
DiSC® style and also teaches them how to recognize the behavior style of others.

MODULE OVERVIEW

WHY DO ORGANIZATIONS USE THIS PROGRAM?

Focus on YOU

 ; Learn about the DiSC model
 ; Identify your workplace priorities
 ; Learn motivators & stressors of the DiSC styles
 ; Strategies to be more effective

Focus on OTHERS

 ; Discover your reactions to priorities of other styles
 ; Consider how you relate to other styles
 ; Your similarities & differences with colleagues
 ; How to identify others’ DiSC style

Focus on RELATIONSHIPS

 ; Learn how to be more effective with each DiSC style
 ; Solve problems by bridging the difference with each style
 ; How to manage tension with each DiSC style
 ; Practice using DiSC to build relationships one interaction at a time

10 Everything DiSC® Workplace on Catalyst™



Continue Your DiSC Journey  
with Everything DiSC® Agile EQ  
on Catalyst™
The Everything DiSC®  Agile EQ on Catalyst™ continues the 
DiSC journey by teaching participants to read the emotional 
and interpersonal needs of a situation and respond 
accordingly. By combining the personalized insights of 
DiSC with emotional intelligence development, participants 
discover an agile approach to workplace interactions, 
empowering them to meet the demands of any situation.

THE AGILE EQ MINDSETS
The program introduces participants to their instinctive 
mindsets that shape their responses and interactions. 
Participants recognize opportunities to stretch beyond what 
comes naturally to them and gain actionable strategies 
to become more agile in their approach to social and 
emotional situations.

YOUR EQ STRENGTHS
Discover the instinctive 

mindsets that shape your 
responses and interactions

BEYOND YOUR 
COMFORT ZONE 

Recognize opportunities to 
stretch beyond what comes 

naturally to you

DEVELOP YOUR EQ
Take action to become 

more agile in your approach 
to social and emotional 

situations

“  Emotional intelligence is the ability to sense, 
understand, and effectively apply the power 
and acumen of emotions as a source of human 
energy, information, connection, and influence.” 

- Robert K. Cooper.

11Everything DiSC® Agile EQ™ on Catalyst™



KEY FEATURES

CUSTOMIZABLE

Online tailoring 
options make it 

easy to remove or 
rearrange pages, 

customize the 
Profile title, or print 

select sections.

EXISTING DATA

If learners have 
existing data from 

previous DiSC® 
assessment that 

data can be used 
with Everything 

DiSC® Productive 
Conflict Profile.

YOUR DISC® STYLE IN 
CONFLICT

The Profile contains 
highly personalized 

information that 
is specific to a 
participant’s 

responses to the 
assessment and to 
their corresponding 

DiSC® style.

WHY DO I DO THIS?

Learners discover 
the reasons 

behind destructive 
responses to conflict. 

This valuable 
information can also 
relate to conflict in 
non-work settings

CHANGING YOUR 
RESPONSE

Changing Your 
Response With 
strategies to 

curb destructive 
responses, learners 

discover how to 
step back and re-
frame productive 

responses to 
conflict situations..
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Harness the power of conflict by 
transforming destructive behavior 
into productive responses

Everything DiSC® Productive Conflict transforms 
uncomfortable encounters into stronger relationships. 
Workplace conflict is inevitable. Everything DiSC® 
Productive Conflict helps learners improve self-
awareness around conflict behaviors. Rather than 
focus on a step-by-step process for conflict resolution, 
Everything DiSC® Productive Conflict helps learners 
curb destructive behaviors so that conflict can become 
more productive, ultimately improving workplace results 
and relationships.
 
By increasing self-awareness around conflict behaviors, Everything DiSC® Productive Conflict helps learners effectively 
respond to the uncomfortable and unavoidable challenges of workplace conflict.

Everything DiSC® Productive Conflict

SESSION OBJECTIVES
  Explore the destructive and productive conflict behaviors of each DiSC® style

  Understand how to manage their response to conflict situations

  Discover communication strategies when engaging in productive conflict with colleagues



What if your customers had their 
needs written all over them?

PROGRAM MATERIALS
Everything DiSC® Sales Profile
Here you can create the content that will be used within the module.

23-page sales-specific profile that helps salespeople understand 
themselves, their customers, and their relationships.

Everything DiSC® Sales Customer Interaction Maps
The perfect personalized cheat sheets to prepare for sales calls! 
These one-page follow-up reports help salespeople adapt their 
style to meet the needs of a real-life customer by comparing their 
selling style to the customers buying style.
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Provide Salespeople with the 
Skills to adapt to Customers’ 
Preferences and Expectations

Everything DiSC® Sales

A practical one-day sales program helps 
salespeople connect better with their 
customers by understanding their DiSC® 
style and adapting their style to meet 
their customers’ needs. Through modular 
facilitation, engaging videos and interactive 
activities, salespeople will discover their 
unique strengths and limitations. Everything 
DiSC® Sales can convince even experienced 
salespeople that their jobs.

Salespeople also get unlimited access to 
Everything DiSC® Customer Interaction Maps 
to help them adapt to real-world customers.

SESSION OBJECTIVES
  Understand Your DiSC® sales style

  Learn to recognize and understand customer buying styles

 Learn to adapt your sales style to your customer’s buying style



PROGRAM MATERIALS
Everything DiSC® Management Profile
26-page management-specific profile designed to help managers understand themselves, their direct reports, and 
improve their relationship with their Manager.

14 Everything DiSC® Management

Everything DiSC® Management is a personalized learning experience proven to increase the effectiveness of anyone 
in a management role. Participants deepen their understanding of themselves, their direct reports, and their own 
managers using the DiSC® model, while learning how their management style influences their approach to decision-
making, time management, and problem solving.
 
Participants gain concrete strategies to help them adapt to the style of their direct reports, enabling them to bring out 
the best in their people, no matter where they are.
 
In this interactive one day Everything DiSC® Management session, managers will learn how to bring out the best in each 
of their employees. Managers will learn how to read the DiSC® style of their employees and adapt their own style to 
manage and delegate more effectively. This program is designed as a next step in the process of employing Everything 
DiSC® Workplace with all direct reports.

SESSION OBJECTIVES
  Understand Your DiSC® Management style

  Learn to direct and delegate more effectively

 Develop techniques to improve employee motivation

 Encourage employee development

 Enhance your working relationship with your manager

Teach Managers to Successfully Engage, Motivate and Develop their People



CRAFTING A VISION BUILDING ALIGNMENT CHAMPIONING EXECUTION

15Everything DiSC® Work of Leaders

The work that leaders do – the work that really matters – 
is boiled down to three areas: crafting a vision, building 
alignment, and championing execution. They strike a chord 
that turns the goal of leadership into tangible steps. The work 
of leaders is for all supervisors, managers and leaders who 
wish to enhance their strategic leadership skills. It is about 
creating a strategic mindset that focuses on the big picture, 
rallying people together to achieve a vision, and ensuring 
plans are executed. This can be done as a team, department 
or organizational level.

The Work of Leaders is a 1-2 day session that takes each 
participant through an inventory of their strengths, and 
teaches them how to move from management to a 
leadership mindset. Participants will leave with a book 
that will serve as a road map to realizing their potential as 
strategic leaders.

SESSION OBJECTIVES
  Study the behaviors necessary to demonstrate capability in each of the 3 components of strategic leadership.

  Assess your individual strengths in the areas of Vision, Alignment & Execution through the work of leaders profile.

 View the strengths and gaps from the team’s perspective.

 Analyze past situations to explore how these three leadership areas have been employed.

  Build a more cohesive team by discussing how the team responds to different situations in the workplace.

  Learn how each of the team members strengths are best utilized in the team environment.

Raise The Bar For More Effective 
Strategic Leadership



Avail HR Training Solutions is pleased to offer the Everything DiSC Train the Trainer program to ensure 
your organization experiences all that Everything DiSC® has to offer.

Train the Trainer includes both an overview of the Everything DiSC® solutions suite, facilitation 
materials and shared best practices. The purchase of a Wiley DiSC Facilitation Kit is also required for 
your organization.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW
 ¥ Experience the Everything DiSC assessment process, receive 

personalized profiles, and apply the profiles to real-world scenarios.

 ¥ Go deeper with DiSC theory and research so that you feel confident to 
answer common questions in training sessions.

 ¥ Get a high-level overview of the Everything DiSC facilitation materials 
and how to use the tools to meet the needs of your company.

 ¥ Learn how to keep the Everything DiSC language alive by creating a 
culture of DiSC

 ¥ Follow-up and continued support/coaching from Edwina Bateman at 
Avail HR Training Solutions.

 ¥ Upon successful completion of the course, receive a certificate.

Course Requirements
Own a Wiley Everything DiSC®
Workplace Facilitator Kit. 
Participated
in a facilitated DiSC® Seminar.

Time Commitment
Approximately 20 hours of 
combined pre/ in-house/ 
post-training work.

EPIC Account (Optional)
Access to your own Electronic 
Profile Information Centre.

Learn about the Catalyst platform throughout the program, including how 
to navigate the platform and ways to utilize it within your organization.

16 Everything DiSC® Train The Trainer



Develop And Maintain High Performing Teams

It takes great leadership to build great teams. Teambuilding requires a continual process of building on 
team members’ strengths, clarifying roles and responsibilities, setting goals, communicating, building trust, 
developing processes, and managing disagreements.
 
Unleash the Power of Teamwork program provides practical tools to evaluate how the team is functioning and 
develop strategies to course correct. Participants experience activities designed to work through inefficiencies, 
develop a positive group dynamic and a sense of trust among team members by completing The Five 
Behaviors Personal Development and/or Team Assessment.

SESSION OBJECTIVES
The Changing Team Landscape

 ; Recognizing the change in how teams work
 ; Realize the impact of the changing team landscape on your organization 

and its people
 ; Consider the impact of the changing team landscape on you as a team 

leader

Identify Team Strengths & Areas for Improvement

 ; Benchmark your team’s development progress
 ; Evaluate the characteristics of your team
 ; Assess the effectiveness of your team
 ; Leveraging team strengths

 A Leader’s Role in Creating a Team Culture

 ; Learn the Five Behaviours of a Cohesive Team™
 ; Gain insights on your personal strengths in the Five Behaviours of a 

Cohesive Team™
 ; Predict your team’s strengths in the Five Behaviours of a Cohesive Team™

BENEFITS TO 
BRINGING 
YOUR TEAM 
TOGETHER
Team members gain 
a new appreciation 
of how teamwork and 
collaboration can help 
them achieve their goals. 
The outcome of the session 
is a unified, motivated and 
focused team.

17Unleash the Power of Teamwork



The Five Behaviors® offers adaptive, research-validated 
testing that gives participants precise and personalized 
results that deepen their understanding of self and others. 
Combined with Patrick Lencioni’s model of Trust, Conflict, 
Commitment, Accountability, and Results, both teams and 
individuals are able to transform culture and rise together.

A Wiley Brand 
The Five Behaviors® is part of the Wiley Family, fueled by 200+ years of 
publishing excellence. The Five Behaviors® provides impactful virtual and 
classroom learning experiences that help people, teams, and organizations 
achieve new levels of effective collaboration and teamwork.

THE FIVE BEHAVIORS® MODEL
The Five Behaviors® Model, based off Patrick Lencioni’s best-selling book The Five Dysfunctions 
of a Team, enables people and teams to get results while simultaneously creating a 
collaborative, more enjoyable work environment.

TEAMWORK - The single most untapped competitive advantage.

18 The Five Behaviors®

Building A Strong Team Is Both 
Possible And Remarkably Simple



Through a team assessment the team benchmarks its 
effectiveness in all the five behaviours where areas of 
strengths and improvement are identified.

BEST SOLUTION FOR

 S Building team cohesion

 S Resolving dysfunction and building team principles

 S Leadership and development teams

 S Teams that have been established for 6+ months

 S Small-medium sized teams

Gain personal insights by identifying your tendencies & 
preferences and overcome barriers related to each of 
the five behaviours.

BEST SOLUTION FOR

 S Creating and scaling a culture of 
teamwork and collaboration

 S Any employee at all levels of an organization, 
including managers or team leaders

 S Large teams, cross-functional teams, 
matrixed teams or departments

 S Individual coaching or mentoring

PROGRAM DETAILS

THE ASSESSMENT
Research-validated 
behavioural assessment
Precise, customized results

THE PROFILE
Personalized content 
Clear, approachable 
information

THE FACILITATION
Engages and educates 
participants 
Interactive, facilitator-led training 
Designed for virtual 
and classroom 
Customizable to fit 
your team’s goals

FOLLOW-UP
Comparison Reports 
In addition, the 
Team Development 
Solution receives a 
Progress Report 6 
months following 
the program to 
measure progress.

Participants receive results in the form of a personalized 
profile combined with a powerful virtual or classroom 
learning experience that ensures a positive and lasting 
transformation to the team dynamic.

19The Five Behaviors®

Unlock Your Organization’s Untapped Potential with Two Solutions

Team Development

For building team cohesion 
and addressing dysfunction in 

an intact team.

Integrate the five key 
behaviours for team members 
and leaders to build a culture 

of teamwork.

People Development



AVAIL’s HR soft skills training solutions  
are a shortcut to boost performance.

A productive and healthy work environment depends on soft skills. After all, the workplace is an interpersonal 
space, where relationships must be built and fostered, perspectives must be exchanged, and occasionally 
conflicts must be resolved. Improve your soft skills by taking personal development courses. Soft skills are the 
difference between adequate employees and ideal employees.
 
AVAIL’s full Workshop Training Library includes over 40 courses.  The Soft Skills Workshops are presented to 
organizations who wish to have a program customized to meet their specific needs.

ADDRESSING THE 
NEEDS OF BUSINESSES 
AND PLANTING THE 
SEEDS FOR A SECURE 
FUTURE.
“AVAIL’s completely customizable and 
interactive workshops have empowered 
people to be more productive and satisfied 
with their professional and personal lives.”

20 HR Skills - One Day Workshops

TEAM

BUSINESS

RESPECTFUL

PERFORMANCE

BUILDING
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MANAGEMENT

WORKPLACE
AND

MANY MORE!

EMPLOYEE

SUPERVISING

COMMUNICATIONS

CUSTOMER

MOTIVATION

OTHERS

STRATEGIES

SERVICE
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What Our Clients Say...

Edwina, availing of your services has provided St. Christopher’s 
Hotel employees with a great foundation in leadership skills 
and knowledge. Your Human Resources training, along with 
your knowledge, commitment, and professionalism is vital to 
developing comprehensive employee handbooks and OHS 
manuals. Thank you for taking the time to fully uderstand our 
specific needs and designing a training program to address the 
same.”


Stella Pittman, General Manager St. Christopher’s Hotel

In today’s economy many businesses are confronted with 
numerous challenges to remain relevant to consumers. 
Human Resources continues to be the fundamental core of an 
organization and failing to address this area can significantly 
impair its competitive edge. AVAIL is a local company 
specializing in HR needs with an understanding of the NL 
labor market. Leading Edge Credit Union contracted AVAIL for 
assistance in performance management and was extremely 
satisfied with the solutions that Edwina provided. Consistent 
communication with complete transparency made the process 
of consulting simplified as we were delivered a tailored solution 
for our organization within a very reasonable time frame and 
budget. I would highly recommend any organization seeking 
HR support and assistance to contact AVAIL for a prompt, 
professional and affordable solution.


Cory Munden, CEO Leading Edge Credit Union

 I, along with my management team, just completed the 
CONNECTIONS LEADERSHIP JOURNEY training and thoroughly 
enjoyed the program from start to finish.  Even after 28 years 
as an entrepreneur, the program took me to the next level in 
thinking about managing the team at The Guv’nor.  It provided 
a focus on my leadership strengths and weakness and gave 
me insight on today’s business environment. The material 
was presented by a passionate, well-experienced and caring 
presenter, Edwina Bateman.   I would highly recommend this 
fantastic training and facilitator.


Brenda Lawlor, Owner The Guv’nor
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What Our Clients Say...

We approached Avail Consulting Services to establish a 
consistent, comprehensive HR program at Premier Siding 
& Window Sales. Edwina reviewed our current HR policies, 
developed a new Policies and Procedures Manual, and 
trained our key staff through both soft skill workshops, and the 
acclaimed Front Line Leadership Course. Edwina’s dedication 
to our business is clearly evident in all aspects of her work. Her 
experience in the HR and Business field gives her a wealth of 
knowledge; and she knows how to apply that knowledge in a 
practical and results-oriented way. She empowers you with her 
best practices and goes beyond the scope of any contractual 
agreement. Edwina has been a massive help to me going 
forward in my business, and I would recommend her services to 
anyone looking for HR consultation.


Gord Andrews, President Premier Siding and Window Sales Ltd.

The Front Line Leadership Training had an immediate impact; I 
was able to apply strategies learned as soon as I returned to
the work site! Excellent course material and a knowledgeable 
facilitator made for a first-class experience. Definitely a must 
have for those in a leadership role! 


Michelle King, Executive Director  
Bay St. George Residential Support Board

The Town hired AVAIL to provide Front Line Leadership Training 
to some of our Supervisory Staff. The feedback from our staff 
has been overwhelmingly positive and without a doubt it was a 
valuable investment. The staff are applying the skills they were 
taught and we are seeing growth and development. Edwina is 
a very supportive and truly resourceful Consultant who delivers 
a professional program that I wholeheartedly endorse. If you’re 
looking for a quality HR Consultant, I strongly recommend 
Edwina to anyone who needs a trainer with a positive attitude 
and wonderful teaching style.


Leon MacIsaac Town Manager
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What Our Clients Say...

The Frontline Leadership Training provided me with new 
techniques to create a positive work environment for my 
staff. It gave me an opportunity to examine my own strengths 
and weaknesses and how to manage change. This training 
made me realize that the same communication approach 
will not work for all employees and in a work environment 
that is constantly changing having the skills and knowledge 
to effectively manage change is probably one of our greatest 
assets.


Shawna Strickland Economic Development Officer

Edwina Bateman is a true professional! With a broad range 
of human resources skills and experience she is positioned 
to address clients’ coaching and facilitation needs no matter 
how large or small an organization is. Her attention to detail 
ensures an engagement is well prepared and addressed 
in a way that sets the bar high for others to follow. When 
facilitating leadership development solutions, Edwina’s 
warmth and relationship building is paramount, which is 
followed by her being fully conversant as a subject matter 
expert. She stays on the edge of learning and developing 
solutions that benefit her clients. When working with Edwina 
you feel you have engaged a long lasting business partner!


Denise McIntyre, Founder & President The Learning Edge Inc.

The Deer Lake Regional Airport Authority has used Avail HR 
Training Solutions and have been very pleased with Edwina’s 
knowledge and skill for engaging employees in the training 
session. Employees have been very positive about their 
experience and her facilitation abilities and passion for the 
subject at hand. She is flexible and dedicated to adapting 
the training session to the unique needs of the organization. 
Edwina gets to know you and your employees, and offers 
solutions to help develop your employees and organization to 
meet their potential. We would recommend Avail HR Training 
Solutions to meet your training needs.


Tammy Priddle, President & CEO Deer Lake Regional Airport
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